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Logistics
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§All attendees in “Listen Only Mode”
§Please ask content related questions in Q&A
§ Recording and final slides shared within 48 hours
§Please take a few minutes to provide feedback via survey prompt at 

the end of this session



Agenda & Speakers
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§Cyber update
§Change Healthcare update and focus on third-party risk
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Breach Reports via OCR Breach Portal1 
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§ 144.4M records reported breached in 2023, an increase of 61% vs 56.5 million in 2022
§ 737 breaches reported in 2023 vs 720 in 2022, a slight increase year over year
§ OCR added additional breaches and/or updates to number of records in 2023, increasing records breached by 10 million

1HHS Breach Portal (data pulled March 3, 2024).
2 Refer to March Cyber Briefing for top breaches of 2025

Notable in March 2024 breach data

§ About 16 million records (167 breaches) 
reported Jan – March. 

§ 76% of breaches were due to hacking incidents

§ No breach data from last week of March 
available on the portal as of 4/1/24

§ There was only one breach greater than 
500,000 records reported – Emergency 
Medical Services Associates25,306,786 
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Change Healthcare - Updates
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§ UnitedHealthcare has confirmed data was stolen 
and says it is trying to determine what sensitive 
data was breached

§ U.S. State Department offers $10m award for 
information related to capture of BlackCat/ALPHV

§ HHS ASPR sends letter detailing how to get 
information from health plans regarding payment 
“flexibility” options

§ Relay Exchange, the largest exchange, was back 
online last week; however, many systems still not 
reconnected

Link to Active Payer List – Reconnected
Link to Change Healthcare Status Updates
Link to System Status

https://support.changehealthcare.com/customer-resources/payer-lists
https://www.unitedhealthgroup.com/changehealthcarecyberresponse
https://solution-status.optum.com/


Is it Safe To Reconnect?
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Here are some of the security steps that Change said it took while restoring 
Relay Exchange and Assurance services
§ Restored systems across accounts from clean backups.
§ Trend Micro, completed scanning prior to services going into 

production.
§ Amazon’s Guard Duty used to complete the initial scanning post 

restoration.
§ Palo Alto’s Unit 42 scanned the environment for malicious activity
§ Change Healthcare also conducted vulnerability scans via Tenable.
§ Bishop Fox penetration tested external-facing endpoints.
§ Servers supporting Assurance and Relay Exchange were re-scanned by 

Mandiant and confirmed cleared prior to moving the servers to 
production.

§ Documentation from Bishop Fox, Mandiant and UHG were made 
available for customers reconnecting to the service.

“We remain confident in what 
our telemetry and controls 

demonstrated – that our Optum 
UnitedHealthcare and 

UnitedHealth Group systems 
are safe and were not affected 

by this issue.”



Minimum Cybersecurity Standards for Healthcare 
Proposed & Biden Administration 2025 Budget Calls for 
More Funding
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§ New bill proposed by Senator Warner would allow for 
advance and accelerated payments to providers in the 
event of a cybersecurity incident, so long as they meet 
minimum cybersecurity standards
§ Bill modifies the existing Medicare Hospital 

Accelerated Payment Program and the Medicare 
Part B Advance Payment Program

§ No mention of what the standards are or how it 
would be determined that they were met

§ 2025 Biden administration budget proposal for cybersecurity
§ $3B for CISA (increase of $103M)
§ $800 million for high need hospitals for basic 

cybersecurity defenses
§ $500 million incentive program for all hospitals
§ $141 million for HHS own security

GOE24245%20(senate.gov)
https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2024/03/budget_fy2025.pdf


CIRCIA Rule Proposed 
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Cyber Incident Reporting for Critical Infrastructure Act of 2022 – 
or CIRCIA - intended to help the agency prevent cyberattacks and 
deploy assistance to victims

§ Applies to 16 critical infrastructure industries

§ Proposes to include hospitals with more than 100 beds and 
critical access hospitals, pharmaceutical manufacturers, and 
manufacturers of Class II and Class III devices

§ Proposes to excludes Labs/diagnostics, payors, and health IT 
companies (but may change after comment period)

§ Requires report of a “substantial” cyber incident within 72 
hours and a ransomware payment within 24 hours

§ 60 days for comments

§ Rule to go into effect no later than 18 months from March 27th.

Link to Proposed Rule Issued to Implement Cyber Incident Reporting for Critical Infrastructure Act
Link to Healthcare and Public Health Sector-Specific Plan - 2015 (cisa.gov)

https://public-inspection.federalregister.gov/2024-06526.pdf
https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/2023-02/nipp-ssp-healthcare-public-health-2015-508_1.pdf


HHS OCR Updates Tracking Technologies Guidance
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Key Updates

§ Doubles down on its position that online tracking 
technologies must comply with HIPAA regulations

§ Modifies position on “unauthorized” user – if 
intention is to seek healthcare than included, 
otherwise not considered included (Question – 
How would one know the intention?)

§ Clarifies position on mobile apps, and transfer of 
PHI – it is included

§ Maintains its position that if a tracking technology 
vendor meets the definition of a business 
associate under HIPAA, a regulated entity should 
establish a BAA with that vendor

§ States enforcement priority

Link to Use of Online Tracking Technologies by HIPAA Covered Entities and Business Associates | HHS.gov

https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/privacy/guidance/hipaa-online-tracking/index.html


HC3 Sector Alerts
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March 12 – 
Email Bombing

March 18 – 
Credential 
Harvesting and 
Mitigation



HC3 – February Vulnerability Summary
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§ Summarizes key vulnerabilities “of interest” to the 
Health Sector

§ Includes recently published vulnerabilities related 
to Connectwise, Ivanti, Google/Android, Apple, 
Mozilla, Cisco, SAP, VMWare, Adobe, Fortinet, 
Atalassin

§ HC3 recommends that all healthcare entities 
review their Known Exploited Vulnerabilities 
Catalog, a living list of known CVEs that carry 
significant risk to the U.S. federal enterprise

HC3: Monthly Cybersecurity Vulnerability Bulletin March 19, 2024 TLP:CLEAR Report: 202403191500 (hhs.gov)

https://www.cisa.gov/news-events/directives/bod-22-01-reducing-significant-risk-known-exploited-vulnerabilities
https://www.cisa.gov/news-events/directives/bod-22-01-reducing-significant-risk-known-exploited-vulnerabilities
https://www.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/hc3-february-2024-monthly-vulnerability-report-tlpclear-r.pdf


How is Our Sector Responding to the Change 
Healthcare Incident?
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The Change Healthcare ransomware attack has been a “wake up” call to many in the healthcare sector 

§ CEOs and Boards are devoting significant, personal attention to cybersecurity

§ Many are calling for more regulation and / or more financial support for under-resourced entities

§ Updating their risk analysis and importantly -  increasing scope, and going deeper to the information asset 
and component level in their assessments

§ Re-allocating budget to long de-prioritized cybersecurity investments that contribute to high risks

§ Improving their monitoring, detection and response capabilities

§ Bolstering resiliency: performing business impact analysis, updating and testing incident response plans

§ Enhancing their vendor risk management programs
§ Reactive: conducting more frequent monitoring of their high impact vendors, and more validation

§ Proactive: Assessing their entire 3rd party cyber risk management program



OCR’s HIPAA Audits On the Way – Clearwater 
Education
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March 13, 12-1 CT

Part 1: What We 
Learned from 
the Last Round 
of OCR’s HIPAA 
Audits

March 20, 12-1 CT

Part 2: Keys to 
Implementing an 
OCR-Quality® 
Compliance 
Program

March 27, 12-1 CT

Part 3: How to 
Conduct an 
OCR-Quality® 
Risk Analysis

April 3, 12-1 CT

Part 4: 
Preparing for an 
OCR Audit or 
Investigation

April 10, 12-1 CT

Part 5: Navigating 
HIPAA, 405(d), 
and CPGs

Register to attend Clearwater’s 5 Part Series to Prepare for Anticipated Audits

Access Replay RegisterAccess Replay Access Replay
Replay coming 

soon

https://clearwatersecurity.com/on-demand-webinars/hipaa-audits-on-the-way-part-1/
https://clearwatersecurity.com/upcoming-webinars/hipaa-audits-on-the-way-are-you-ready-part-5-april-10-12-1-ct/
https://clearwatersecurity.com/on-demand-webinars/hipaa-audits-on-the-way-are-you-ready-part-2-march-20-12-1-ct/
https://clearwatersecurity.com/on-demand-webinars/hipaa-audits-on-the-way-are-you-ready-part-3/


Change Healthcare 
Update and Third-
Party Risk
Dave Bailey



Change Healthcare +43 Days; Top Concerns
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Business Impact

§ How many vendors can 
cause the same/similar 
impact the Change 
cyber attack has 
caused?

§ Does your Business 
Impact Analysis and the 
Business Continuity 
Plan provide effective 
recovery and ability to 
return to normal 
operations?

§ What is needed to 
improve the security of 
the HPH as part of 
Critical Infrastructure 
Protection

Third Party Risk

§ Is the current method to 
assess vendor risk 
adequate?

§ How can we receive 
timely and actionable 
information on a 
vendor’s security 
posture?

Vulnerability & Threat 
Management

§ Are you receiving and 
acting on alerts from 
vendors & relevant 
sources?

§ Once a vulnerability is 
known, how quickly can 
you patch and 
remediate?

§ Is there confidence in 
the effectiveness of 
implemented controls 
and response and 
recovery plans?

Risk Tolerance

§ Does your organization 
understand its risk 
tolerance?

§ Are the stakeholders 
identified and known on 
who pulls the plug, and 
who gives the green light 
to turn on?

§ If the Change incident 
impacts your data, are 
you prepared with 
expected next steps?



Relevant Threat Indicators
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§ HC3: Sector Alert March 18th, 2024: 
Credential Harvesting and 
Mitigations:
§ Credential harvesting refers to the 

process of stealing user authentication 
credentials for malicious purposes

§ There are multiple ways attackers 
can accomplish credential 
harvesting, and their goal is to 
convince a user to enter their login 
credentials into a malicious outlet, 
enabling the attacker access to the 
user's account.

https://www.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/credential-harvesting-sector-alert-tlpclear.pdf

2023 Annual Report: Recorded Future, March 21, 2024

Recorded Future 2024 Predictions



Tactics of the Adversary
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§ The individual continues to be the 
target of the adversary to steal 
credentials and exploit 
vulnerabilities in third-party 
services
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2023 Top Exploited Vulnerabilities
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§ CVE-2023-3519 – Citrix NetScaler ADC/Gateway
§ CVE-2023-22952 – SugarCRM
§ CVE-2021-44228 – Apache Log4j
§ CVE-2023-34362 – MOVEit
§ CVE-2020-14882 – Oracle WebLogic

2024 Incident Response Report: PaloAlto Networks Unit 42

They strike
They look 

for valuable 
information

They get 
into your 
network

They take 
advantage 

of your 
weakness

They target

Attack velocity increasing

# of disclosed 
vulnerabilities

threat actor 
dwell time

Current Trends



Call for Action
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§ Protect user identities
§ Effective account management, including 

vendors, appropriate authentication; MFA, 
PAM, RBA

§ Implement effective vulnerability 
management; VM as a service

§ Implement effective processes to 
address vendor alerts, sector alerts, 
and gov agencies notices; SOC, vCISO

# of disclosed 
vulnerabilities

threat actor 
dwell time

Current Trends

time to 
address 
known 

vulnerabilities



Third-Party Risk 
Update
Andrew Mahler



Third-Party Risk On the Enforcement Map
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Offices/Agencies/Entities

§ HHS OCR
§ FTC
§ Executive Orders
§ Federal legislation
§ State Attorneys General
§ State legislation
§ Plaintiffs' Bar

Enforcement Actions 
(2023)

§ Use of pixels and other 
tracking tools on 
website (HHS/NY)

§ Failure to address 
known vulnerabilities, 
business associate 
agreement failure (IN)

Recent Concerns

§ Tracking technologies
§ Artificial Intelligence
§ Cyber 

incidents/Ransomware
§ Business Associate 

Agreements
§ Patient safety



Third-Party Risks and OCR
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§ "In OCR’s breach reports, over 134 million individuals have been affected by large breaches in 
2023, whereas 55 million were affected in 2022. OCR recommends that health care providers, 
health plans, clearinghouses, and business associates...implement safeguards to mitigate or 
prevent cyber threats. These include:

§ Reviewing all vendor and contractor relationships to ensure business associate agreements are in place as 
appropriate and address breach/security incident reporting obligations.” – February 6, 2024

§ What about paper records?
§ The largest reported improper disposal incident in 2022 resulted from a business associate who 

improperly disposed of paper medical records by throwing them away  in a dumpster. This breach 
affected approximately 7,500 individuals. Most improper disposal breaches involved disposing of 
paper records containing PHI in trash bins rather than authorized shred bins or another secure disposal 
method.



There’s WIDE variation in how consistently hospitals 
and covered entities assess vendors 
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Health 3PT asked, “What 
percentage of your vendor 
population does your 
organization assess”?



There’s also variation in how covered entities are 
updated on vendor remediation
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Trends from the Clearwater Database
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Third-Party Risk Management Shortcomings in 
Healthcare
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1. No overarching methodology for risk-tiering vendors
2. Over-reliance on verbose contract terms
3. Extensive and inconsistent questionnaires that try to identify or evaluate 

control weaknesses
4. Limited and inconsistent validation of information collected
5. Limited follow-up and resolution of identified gaps
6. Point-in-time assessments that are rarely updated
7. Limited organization-wide insight into vendor security risk

Source: Health3PT Recommended Practices, published Feb. 1, 2024



Practices to Consider
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1. Concise contract language tying financial terms to a vendor’s transparency, 
assurance, and collaboration on security matters

2. Risk tiering strategy that drives frequency of reviews, extent of due diligence, 
and urgency of remediation

3. Appropriate, reliable, and consistent assurances about the vendors’ security 
capabilities

4. Follow-up through to closure of identified gaps and corrective action plans
5. Recurring updates of assurance of the vendors’ security capabilities
6. Metrics and reporting on organization-wide vendor risks

Source: Health3PT Recommended Practices, published Feb. 1, 2024



We are here to help. 
Moving healthcare organizations to 

a more secure, compliant, and 
resilient state so they can achieve 

their mission.
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MWE Digital Health Forum | April 10 – 
11, 2024

§ Clearwater sponsoring

HCCA Annual Compliance 
Institute | April 14 – 17, 2024

§ Dawn Morgenstern & Andrew 
Mahler speaking

§ Booth #300

TN HIMSS Summit24 | April 18, 
2024

§ Clearwater sponsoring

§ Leading a cybersecurity panel 
discussion

Upcoming Events
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www.ClearwaterSecurity.com

800.704.3394

LinkedIn | linkedin.com/company/clearwater-security-llc/

Twitter | @clearwaterhipaa

https://www.linkedin.com/company/clearwater-compliance-llc/
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Legal Disclaimer
Although the information provided by Clearwater Security & Compliance LLC may be helpful in informing customers and others who have an interest in 
data privacy and security issues, it does not constitute legal advice. This information may be based in part on current federal law and is subject to 
change based on changes in federal law or subsequent interpretative guidance. Where this information is based on federal law, it must be modified to 
reflect state law where that state law is more stringent than the federal law or other state law exceptions apply. This information is intended to be a 
general information resource and should not be relied upon as a substitute for competent legal advice specific to your circumstances. YOU SHOULD 
EVALUATE ALL INFORMATION, OPINIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS PROVIDED BY CLEARWATER IN CONSULTATION WITH YOUR LEGAL OR 
OTHER ADVISOR, AS APPROPRIATE.

Copyright Notice
All materials contained within this document are protected by United States copyright law and may not be reproduced, distributed, transmitted, 
displayed, published, or broadcast without the prior, express written permission of Clearwater Security & Compliance LLC. You may not alter or 
remove any copyright or other notice from copies of this content.

*The existence of a link or organizational reference in any of the following materials should not be assumed as an endorsement by Clearwater 
Security & Compliance LLC. 


